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giving silly or depressing speeches, acting 
out the lives of different people, creating a 
skit-like performance with a partner, and/ 
or giving a speech that has been given by any 
figure to a live audience of any sort. 

"You get to experience public speaking and 
learn how to present a story, a moment in 

. history, your ideas and/or set forth political 
commentary. I think it's important for stu
dents to be a part of that and to learn how to 

News 
an '1\ctivity", others disagree. 

"Speech and Debate is not a club or an af
ter school activity, we are a sport, and 1 think 
what sets us apart from the other sports 
is that Speech and Debate truly focuses on 
the possible achievements for your future, 
it prepares you for future encounters and 
basically life. There is no end in speech and 
debate, you will forever use the skills your 
(amazing) coaches have taught you through 
the past four years, and you really begin to 
take it to heart. It becomes something you 
can't forget," said Nelson. 

do such things because as 
we all know humans do it 
every day," said Nelson. 

"The most beneficial 
part of speech and debate 
is the skills it gives to 

"Speech and Debate truly 
focuses on the possible 
achievements for your 

Students dedicate 
hours of their time to the 
program starting in Oc
tober all the way through 
mid-February. The meets 

the students involved. f 11 uture. themselves last two days 

We teach communica
tion, how to be confident 

-junior ]alynn Nelson 
and contain a guaranteed 
five rounds which each 
last a little over an hour, 

in front of a crowd, how to develop logical 
arguments," said Nordlund. "The biggest 
learning stretch is learning how to speak 
in front of people. As more focus has been 
put on how you write as students less has 
been put on how we speak to other people 
and how we deliver a formal speech and so 
that is probably the thing we spend the most 
time on teaching." 

While Speech and Debate is considered as 
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if not more. Each year, the team progresses 
more and steps up their game. 

"The Hellgate Speech and Debate program 
has come a long way from my freshman year, 
and we only have our coaches to thank for 
that. Every year we get more talented stu
dents added on to the upperclassmen who 
all have the potential to take us to the top," 
said Nelson. 

Hellgate offers academy classes, but the 
collaboration across subjects and classrooms 
may not come until later. Huget said that as 

classes because all the teachers and students of right now, several other teachers have 
are part of that program, academy students' come to her already to ask for opportunities 
lessons do not end when they leave each to teach academy students. In addition to the 
room, but instead continue on in different changes that need to be made at Hellgate, 

subjects. the business partners in the community are 
According to Huguet, . currently working on setting 

neither Big Sky or Sentinel "It takes a good fiVe up those internships and job 

are_consid~red ~ll acad- years to really flesfi out shadows that will pro~de the 
em1es at this pomt, and of 

11 
crucial hands-on expenence 

course neither is Hellgate. an academy. that makes academies so 
"It takes a good five years special. So when you're sign-
to really flesh out an a cad- -Teacher Beth Huguet ing up for classes this spring, 
emy, and each one of us is be sure to look for those 
at a different place in that academy classes, and maybe even consider 
process right now," said Huguet. The 2015- enrolling for a fresh take on education and a 
16 school year will be the first during which leg up in the business world. 
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